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Letter to
Editor

Portal Annular Pancreas: An Under‑Reported Pancreatic Anomaly
Sir,
Portal annular pancreas (PAP) is an uncommon and
under‑recognized congenital anomaly of the pancreas,
which mostly remains asymptomatic but can have
serious implications if a pancreatic surgery is being
contemplated. In contrast to a conventional annular
pancreas in which the pancreatic tissue encircles the
second part of the duodenum, portal annular pancreas
is characterized by encasement of the portal vein or the
superior mesenteric vein (SMV) by a rind of pancreatic
parenchyma.[1‑5]
We noted, on an axial abdominal computed tomography
study of a 69‑year‑old female with chronic liver disease,
anomalous pancreatic parenchyma encircling the main
portal vein [Figure 1a]. Subsequent magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI); axial T2‑weighted spin echo imaging
confirmed these findings and in addition revealed the
retroportal course of the main pancreatic duct, that is, the
pancreatic duct was seen traversing posterior (white arrow)
to the portal vein [Figure 1b].
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Figure 1: (a) Axial contrast‑enhanced abdominal computed tomography
scan displays a rind of pancreatic tissue encircling the portal vein
consistent with portal annular pancreas. (b) Axial T2‑weighted magnetic
resonance imaging in addition displays the retroportal main pancreatic
duct traversing posterior to the portal vein

The embryogenesis of pancreas is complex. It develops
from a ventral and a dorsal bud of the duodenum. The
ventral bud forms the major part of the head and the
uncinate process, whereas the dorsal bud forms upper part
of the head, the body, and tail of the pancreas. The ventral
bud rotates posteriorly during the 7th week of gestation
to fuse with the dorsal bud so as to form the fully mature
gland. Rarely, this fusion occurs to the left of the mesenteric
or portal vein, resulting in a rind of pancreatic parenchyma
encircling the portal vein.[4,5] This has been referred to
as the portal annular pancreas. Although anticipated to
be extremely rare an incidence of 1.14%-2.5% has been
reported by Karasaki et al. and Ishigami et al., respectively.[3,5]
The authors concluded that the prevalence of portal annular
pancreas is not extremely low but is not readily recognized
on preoperative imaging due to lack of adequate knowledge
and awareness of this uncommon variant.
Imaging plays a pivotal role in the diagnosis of portal
annular pancreas and contrast‑enhanced multi‑detector
computed tomography (MDCT) is considered sufficient
enough to establish the diagnosis. Joseph et al. have
classified PAP into 3 types [Figure 2].[4] In type I the ventral
bud of the pancreas fuses with the dorsal bud posterior
to the portal vein with a retroportal pancreatic duct (as is
seen in the present case); type II has concomitant pancreas
divisum; and type III is when the uncinate process alone
is involved and the pancreatic duct is seen anterior to the
portal vein (anteportal pancreatic duct). MRI, is especially
useful for depicting the major as well as the accessory duct
systems and thus can aid in differentiating anteportal and
retroportal pancreatic duct.[2]
The clinical importance lies in accurately identifying portal
annular pancreas on preoperative imaging, especially in

Figure 2: Schematic representation of portal annular pancreas classification proposed by Joseph et al.
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patients where a pancreatic surgery is being contemplated
so as to avert inadvertent pancreatic injury and the
attendant risk of postsurgical pancreatic fistula.[1‑5] It is
thus imperative to be aware of and carefully search for
uncommon pancreatic anomalies, such as portal annular
pancreas, in patients planned for pancreatic head resection,
so as to avoid and minimize any surgical complications.
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Management of Maternofetal Emergency in Shock with
Fracture of Femur
Sir,
We read with great interest, the manuscript by Singh et al.
‘Management of maternofetal emergency in shock with
fracture of femur’.[1] We must congratulate the authors
for this case report and highlighting this uncommon
issue. However, we would like to draw the attention of the
authors and readers to the following:
1. The authors did not mention the mechanism of injury
and the time elapsed from injury to presentation. The
mechanism of injury is an important aspect of the
history that may suggest the fracture location, fracture
configuration, and associated soft tissue injury. The time
from injury to presentation gives valuable information
regarding the potential for extensive blood loss into
the thigh, the overall condition of the patient, and the
possibility of significant associated soft tissue injury
such as substantial muscle crush that is occasionally
seen with a prolonged extrication
2. Although isolated femur fractures are associated with
blood loss requiring transfusion, their association
with hypotensive shock is less clear. Ostrum et al.
found that patients with femoral shaft fractures
frequently exhibited hemodynamic changes with
blood loss; however, hypotension was not observed.
As a result, they recommended that in patients with an
isolated closed femoral shaft fracture with associated
hypotensive shock, alternative sources of blood loss

should be investigated[2]
3. According to the authors, the fracture was comminuted
but Figure 1 shows a simple oblique fracture.
The pre‑operative and post‑operative radiograph
shows different fracture patterns. It seems that the
fracture was converted into a segmental pattern while
being operated. No mention of it was made in the
manuscript
4. The fracture was at the level of the isthmus and
was amenable to retrograde nailing. All fractures
of the femoral shaft that are distal to the lesser

Figure 1: Preoperative radiograph of the patient showing a simple
oblique fracture of femur
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